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Free Essay: The Importance Of Accounting In Our Modern Society Accounting is a very important term to our modern
society. It is the career for men and women.

You create a budget by looking at your income and your expenses and make sure that at the end of your pay
period you have enough to cover everything. Hence, it must charter new routes to service the aspirations of the
nation. Account is that aspect of accountability that accounts for the purpose for which cash is paid or
received. No contractual rights, either expressed or implied, are created by its content. They carefully
scrutinize the income statement and position statement from time to time in addition to watching the business
operations closely from outside by means of disciplined enquiry. What were you there for? They may be
suppliers of goods on credit, lenders of money, bankers and others who would support the enterprise by
providing credit facilities. In light of these disturbing takeovers, I am of the opinion that huge international
corporations are more subject to international standards and regulations than very small countries producing
sugar and citrus. Accounting 2. In every efficient hotel and business it is the system used to decide at what rate
to sell a room, cost of sales or cost of goods sold COS or COGS are calculated giving insight into profits or
losses within certain centers such as rooms, food and beverage cost, gift shop sales or tours. Also refers to as a
process of analyzing, summarizing and reporting these transactions to the tax collection agencies and oversight
agencies. To meet the growing needs of the business society, there is greater demand for sound development
of commerce education. Availability of accounting in any business transactions ignites the business to run
with efficiency, effectiveness and accuracy manner on all the activities undertaken. Most importantly in
accounting are ethics. Systems 6. All records are collected, organized, and interpreted in order to be
communicated to the end users, therefore helping in making an economically viable decision which will lead
to the positive productivity of the business organization. At the same time financial statements produced by
various accounting systems are used by multiple stakeholders to take economic decisions. Accountants are the
practitioners of accountancy. Accounting is a function of economic and social development. His theory is so
well known that even today it peaks the interests of many mathematicians, with more than proofs being
spawned off of his original theorem. When an event is to be reported say in English, Hindi, Kannada , certain
rules are followed diligently so that what is communicated is understood by the readers appropriately. It
emerged as an information system formulated for accountability in the exchange of goods and services. None
of the business organization can operate without is. This leads to more productions since the management will
make the right decision and proper planning due to the good flow of transactions in a business. Importance 5.
A financial statement is as a result of accounting. One party pays it and the other party receives it. Money
became a unit of measurement. For this reason these books are called Books of Original Entry. Amongst the
most famous of these is the Enron debacle of with losses of over twenty five billion dollars reported. The
Corporate Report London lists all types of users who need accounting information.


